To every outdoor enthusiast dreaming up the perfect camping
experience. To every adventurer with a growing bucket list. To every
nature lover wanting to see the world...welcome to the Herd. While a
shared heartbeat for exploration and adventure unites our “Herd of
Turtles” across the country, it’s the dependability and quality of our
trailers fueling the momentum. Explore your options today. Whatever
you dream up, Turtleback Trailers is ready to provide a trailer supporting
your level of adventure. Let’s get started!

DESIGNED.
TESTED.
BUILT.
First things first. We want every new member of our Herd to
understand our baseline level of excellence. You can rest assured any
trailer you choose is designed, tested, and built not only with quality and
dependability, but also with you in mind.
Each adventurer is unique, so we want to make sure your trailer answers
your own set of needs. Each trailer offers several package options
thoughtfully designed to provide everything you need and nothing you
don’t. It excites us to know we can create a trailer aligning with your
camping atmosphere, the roads you’ll be traveling, and the extra details
making your trips that much more memorable.
With a trusted team of technicians, your trailer is in great hands from
start to finish. Produced in our 10,000 square-foot facility just outside
Phoenix, each trailer passes rigorous testing and meets our exceedingly
high quality-control standards before it’s trail-ready. The production
process itself is a testament to our passion for quality and attention
to detail. We use the latest fabrication technology to bring our latest
Turtleback visions to life for you.
The ingenuity and specialized skills of our team create an excellent
experience for your trailer purchase, and whether it’s your first time
or you’re back for more, you’ll find this partnership to be long-lasting.
We build trust with our customers. We value quality. Everything from
the smallest detail in our trailers to our long-term relationship with
customers is built to last.
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EXPEDITION TRAILER
Those outdoor enthusiasts needing to upgrade their trailer amenities
may choose our Expedition trailer. With many overlapping safety
features and structural details as our Getaway trailer, let’s jump into
what sets this model apart from the previous. We often recommend our
Expedition trailer to those needing to accommodate a family-sized group
or to adventurers on more of a long-distance trip. You’ll see why!

The Expedition’s kitchen space is second to none! Multiple sliding drawers
with removable partitions allow you to bring any necessary pots, pans,
and dishes. Two drop-down, stainless steel table tops provide space for
food prep on each side of the trailer. And our standard dual burner stove
with an 11-pound propane tank is readily available for your best camping
meals, positioned next to the deep dometic stainless steel sink.

From the water tank size, to the storage space, to the kitchen features,
the Expedition is a grander scale in size and function. It’s also our best
option to accommodate any extra gear you need to pack on your next
trip, in addition to its excellent standard features.

The upgrades are what truly set this Expedition apart! Pick the best
tent and awning option to best accommodate your size and style, and
check out the suspension options! Our unique off-road camper trailer
suspension technology provides an amazingly stable platform using rear
spring placement technology. This is the kind of stuff we geek out on. Ask
us why this makes a difference in your camping experience!

55 cubic feet of storage space allow room for any provisions needing to
be tucked away, as well as an upgraded option to include a refrigerator.
The storage space is easily accessed via doors on either side of the trailer,
so nothing is out of reach.
Our 42-gallon food grade water tank provides long-lasting water for
cooking, showering, and cleaning. Hookups for our external shower are
especially useful on those long trips on the dusty trails. If you’re using
this rig for a smaller-scale trip or you know you’ll have water where you’re
going, you can also easily drain the water tank to lighten your overall
towing load.
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Similarly to the Getaway trailers, you’ll find upgraded options for your
solar panel systems, inverters, cabinetry, color matching, tires, and
wheels. We’ve outlined those upgrades for you on the next pages so you
can dream up what the perfect Expedition would look like for you.
For more details, visit: turtlebacktrailers.com/expedition

Living up to its name, the Expedition trailer is built for your long-term
excursions, your large-scale adventures, and your long-term investment
in the outdoors. Now it’s possible for the whole family to enjoy nature
without giving up all the necessities of home. We’ve made a way to find
the best of both worlds and conquer that bucket list of camping trips, no
matter how far or how long.

GETAWAY TRAILER
Built to accompany you through the toughest trails, we recommend
the Getaway trailer to anyone seeking durability and handy features
while being able to tow from your lightweight SUV, 2-door Jeep, Ford
Expedition, or larger vehicle. Let’s walk through its features!
The streamlined design starts with the foundation of our trailers—the
urethane-coated chassis, protected against any corrosion and equipped
with both safety chains as well as a 7-pin connector for standard
braking system and charging capabilities. An additional safety connector
provides emergency braking capabilities in the unlikely case of the trailer
disconnecting.
All electronics stored in the nose box are safely housed in a dual action
mechanism box, preventing water or dust from invading the space. You’ll
find customizable options within the collection of batteries, converters,
and solar power options to fit your needs.
The main body of the trailer is equipped with ample storage space for
your camping gear. Gas struts on the lid allow easy access to the inside of
the 20-inch, 11-gauge steel camper box. In addition to the 50 cubic feet
of storage space, the camper box also houses the 21-gallon water tank.
Additional features to the main body of this trailer include a hookup for a
pressurized water port, an easy-access port to fill the water tank, and we
can’t forget the rooftop tent rack. Any of our tent sizes fit the rooftop rack
situated on top of this trailer.
As you head to the rear of the trailer, you’ll find our convenient kitchen
setup. Complete with a dual burner partner stove, stainless steel sink
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with running faucets, and storage drawers for supplies, you are ready
to get cooking! This baltic birch structure easily glides out from the
backend of the trailer to provide handy space as you prepare meals and
utilize sink space. The additional 11-pound propane tank allows for a
convenient setup to start cooking on the stove.
Our standard features are enough to get you out on the open road and
enjoying your next adventure. But if you’re hungry for more, check out
our upgrade options!
You can amp up your kitchen with a Partner Steel 2-burner stove and a
deep Dometic sink. We also offer hot water heater upgrades.
Customize your trailer with our color matching upgrade! Aesthetics are
an important piece of enjoying your camping experience. We get it! We
also offer composite cabinetry to boost your storage and kitchen needs.
You’ll want to make sure you’ve found the right fit for your tent choice,
and we offer various options including awnings as well. Our upgrades
also include tire and wheel options depending on the terrain you plan
to cover. Solar panel systems, inverters, and suspension options are all
additional upgrades to check out as outlined in the following pages!
Be sure to ask for our recommendations so you can be ready to tackle
those roads with confidence on your next getaway.
For more details, visit: turtlebacktrailers.com/getaway

The next chapter of your camping adventure is about to get good.
And we’re here for it. We’re leveling up when it comes to camping. The
gear, the safety, the style, the unique features—each an important piece
in our handcrafted trailers. Let your Turtleback Trailer be the welcomed
home base after your hiking excursion, your fishing day, or your outing
at the lake. After a long day enjoying your outdoor fun, think about the
comfortable and reliable setup you’re returning to, refreshing you for the
next day’s adventures! That’s what we’re here for.

COLORS

In the spirit of customizing our trailers to fit your needs, why would we
limit your color options to only one or two? Pick the color that will truly
reflect your desired rig and camping style. We love seeing the variation in
our Herd.
*Due to the nature of light, actual paint colors may vary slightly from this page.
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Here’s to the rich memories awaiting you. Here’s to the westward
sunsets waiting to be chased, to the ocean’s salty breezes waiting to be
breathed in. From the bold coastlines of the west to the dense forests of
the east. From the rugged mountains up north to the desert trails of the
south.
Anything holding you back pales in comparison to the adventure awaiting
discovery in this great land. Let’s get you there.

LET’S

TO ADVENTURE

Check out the all new 2022 Adventure Trailer.
turtlebacktrailers.com/vanish
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